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Abstract - On an individual or corporate basis, the mitigation of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from tourism transport 
requires not only initiatives of carbon offsetting (compensation mechanisms), but also to travel less or to travel more efficiently. 
Be it for personal or professional trips, however, finding and buying less carbon intensive trips requires expertise on the key 
factors influencing their GHG emissions: modal choice (substitution by train on the entire trip or part of it), minimization of the 
distance traveled, information on the fuel efficiency of aircraft, the characteristics of the flight (height, load factor, number of 
stopovers, duration of landing and take-off operations which depends on airports…). Despite the growth in consumers’ and 
corporate awareness, the difficulty to understand and to take into account all these parameters within current reservation systems 
and to manage trade offs between them  limits the ability of individuals to reduce their emissions. Therefore, there is a potential 
market for travel agencies, which are presently seeking for ways to restore and value their expertise, partly lost with the 
development of the Internet. This requires adequate GHG calculation and optimization tools, integrated or not in Global 
Distribution Systems (GDS), new booking procedures, services, and staff training.. Various markets can be targeted  : business 
travel, group or individual leisure travel. This paper presents the rationale and objective of an “ecological travel agency (ECOTA)” 
project our team endeavors to develop in the coming years.  

1 Introduction 

Are there limits to tourism? Will climate change mitigation policies become so stringent that they 
limit the possibility of tourism mobility in the future? While the debate is still open on how heavy the 
burden of climate change mitigation will be for the tourism industry (Dubois and Ceron 2007), the 
consensus on the issues and the emergency of action is now wide, and in a sense validated by the 
community of tourism stakeholders. Indeed, the Davos declaration, adopted at UNWTO-UNEP-
WMO Davos Conference, 1-3 October 2007, unequivocally states that: 

“The tourism sector must rapidly respond to climate change, within the evolving UN framework and progressively 
reduce its Greenhouse Gas (GHG) contribution if it is to grow in a sustainable manner”(UNWTO, UNEP et al. 
2007) 

Not exceed a long-term equilibrium global average temperature in between 2.0-2.4°C over pre –
industrial level corresponds to CO2 concentrations at stabilization of 350-400 ppm and CO2-
equivalent concentrations of 445-490 ppm. The IPCC Working Group III (2007) outlines that within 
that objective, global net emissions of CO2 should peak no later than 2015, with a subsequent decline 
by -50% / -85% to 2050 (as a percentage of 2000 emissions). Tourism currently represents some 5% 
of  the global anthropogenic contribution to climate change. It is the fastest growing source of 
greenhouse gas emissions; in particular, aircraft manufacturers expect a continuing growth of air 
transport of +5% per annum (Airbus 2006; Boeing 2006). Scott, Amelung and al. (2008) conclude, in 
the technical report of the UNWTO-UNEP-WMO conference on tourism and climate change, that 
emissions from tourism will grow by more than 150% by 2035 in a Business as usual scenario (Scott, 
Amelung et al. 2007). This forecasted growth leads to unsustainable futures, for example with 
aviation exceeding the total CO2 budget by 2050 for the UK (Bows, Anderson et al. 2007). This 
shows that the inclusion of international air transport within global mitigation targets is a priority. 

Facing this challenge, the tourism industry as well as the consumers are offered several options 
for reducing emissions. Four major mitigation strategies for addressing greenhouse gas emissions 
from tourism can be distinguished: reducing energy use; improving energy efficiency; increasing the 
use of renewable energy, and sequestering carbon through sinks. 

The UNWTO-UNEP-WMO expert team investigated these options, and concluded, that : 
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“Reducing energy use is the most essential aspect of mitigation, which can be achieved by altering destination 
development and marketing (tour operators), destination choices (tourists) as well as shifts in transport use from car and 
aircraft to rail and coach. Changing management practices can be of importance for business tourism (videoconferencing). 
Tour operators play a key role in this process, as they bundle products into packages that are advertised to and 
purchased by tourists. Tour operators can also increase length of stay, which would very effectively reduce the carbon 
footprint per tourist day and increase economic opportunities for destinations. It has to be considered however that 
current tourism trends show an increase of short stays. Overall, tour operators have a considerable influence on creating 
demand for less carbon intensive journeys by creating attractive products that meet tourists’ needs and desires.” 

Anticipating a carbon-constrained tourism economy thus appears as a vital challenge for the 
industry, as well as a crucial priority for the well-being of citizens. Mitigation will involve a wide range 
of instruments: national or international caps on emissions, emissions trading schemes, taxation, 
infrastructure development, behavioural changes...  

Apart from this large scale and long term thinking, what can be done today, on an individual or 
corporate basis, given the state of travel systems?  This paper elaborates on three statements. 

− It is possible to diminish drastically, often up to  50% or more, the individual carbon footprint 
of  mid-haul trips, through a sound travel planning , combining measures such as modal shift 
to train for all of  part of  the trip, a choice of  efficient aircrafts and more direct routes... and 
provided the traveller is ready to accept (often but not always) constraints of  time and price. 

− Despite the growth in consumers and corporate interest in more ecological travel, the 
difficulty to understand the above parameters, but all the more the impossibility to combine 
them on current reservation systems (GDS) limits the ability of  individuals to reduce their 
emissions. 

− There is, therefore, a need to develop a set of  calculation-optimization-booking-selling tools 
for the travel industry, which will, in turn, offer a new market for travel agents. Some of  these 
tools can take as a starting point emission calculators developed by some countries or private 
operators. 

“Before travelling less, let’s travel better”. From these statements, and from our own experience 
in reducing the carbon footprint of our trips, our team developed a project summarising this set of 
tools within the title “Ecological travel agency (ECOTA)”. The aim of this paper is to explore the 
rationale and main logical components of this project, which is still to be adopted and implemented. 

2 Project rationale  

2.1 Consumer and corporate growing awareness of the contribution of travel to climate change 

In 2003, the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) held the first conference on Tourism and 
Climate Change, in Djerba, Tunisia (OMT 2003). This event provided a first opportunity to discuss 
this challenge at international level, though the perspective was quite unbalanced: the issue of impacts 
of climate change on destinations and adaptation overwhelmed that of the contribution of tourism to 
climate change and of its mitigation. Until 2003, the awareness of tourism GHG emissions remained 
confidential and limited to academic circles (Hoyer 2000; Hoyer and Noess 2001; Becken 2002; 
Becken and Simmons 2002; Gössling 2003). 

The past five years corresponded to a fast growth in this awareness, both for personal and for 
professional travel, which draws the boundaries of a market for ecologically-sound travel, distributed 
by “Ecological travel agencies”. 

Regarding personal travel, the environmental impact of aviation is more and more mentioned in 
the media. In particular, the local sustainability of ecotourism is now balanced with its impact on the 
global environment, through long-haul travel (Figure 1). The individual carbon calculators (see for 
example www.bilancarbonepersonnel.org) have revealed the weight of air transport in contemporary 
ways of life, and the contradiction between tourism and transport on the one hand and sustainability 
on the other (Hoyer 2000). The medium-term perspective of indivual carbon budgets (Bows, Mander 
et al. 2006), conceived as individual emission quotas, should lead households to operate some trade-
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off between different forms of mobility, between mobility and other uses of carbon, and before all to 
look forward to more efficient consumption patterns, in order to ‘save’ carbon credits. Currently, a 
minority of travellers seem to be willing to pay for the mitigation of their tourism emissions, through 
carbon offsets or carbon optimization. Some tour operators (like the French 200 millions euros 
turnover “Voyageurs du monde”) have started implementing carbon offseting for all of their 
products (on a “mandatory” basis, i.e.included in the price), and are studying opportunities to reduce 
further their impact. 

 

 
Figure 1 : Ecotourism is more and more related to the environmental impacts of travel 

than it was 1 or 2 years ago (“More Oxygen, Less CO2” : advertisement campaign for the 
publication of an ecotourism handbook ) 

 

Business travel, in the framework of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), appears as another 
promising market for “green” tourism mobility: 

− major companies are more and more engaged in sustainable development plans, with 
measurable objectives in terms of  GHG emissions; 

− beyond voluntary initiatives, business travel could be, in a near future, included in carbon 
trading schemes, since they are a share of  the company’s carbon quota; 

− for sectors such as consulting, business travel represents an important share of  the company’s 
environmental footprint; 

− conference tourism, incentives and other professional events (fairs) are more and more often 
involved in carbon offsetting programs; 

− contrary to individuals, large companies plan and optimize their travel policy through travel 
agents. 

 The Association for corporate travel executive (ACTE) and KDS (a company located in Paris, 
specialized in ‘Travel and Expenses’ costs optimization) conduct annually a survey since 2005, which 
shows CSR acceptance has grown exponentially in the business travel industry. The last survey, led 
between November 2007 and januray 2008, on a sample of 250 business travellers and 250 travel 
managers of large companies, showed that 45% of respondents consider climate change has now a 
direct influence on individual decision-making for business travel. Compared to 2007 results, the 
share of companies which recommend to diminish business travel for environmental reasons grew 
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from 25% to 34%. More Travel Departments report GHG emissions of their trips to their general 
directorate. According to Susan Gurley, ACTE Manager : 

“Travellers and their companies will incorporate more and more the environment in their decision, seeking for 
smarter, more productive and more ecological travel. Our industry will discover soon this new trend”. 

 

2.2 The travel agency market today : opportunities and constraints for green products 

The omnipresence of GDS 

The travel business is more than ever shaped by Global distribution systems (GDS), whose 
comprehensive platforms and databases are unavoidable, given their rapidity and accessibility. Three 
companies running their own platform (Amadeus, Sabre, Galileo) share 2/3 of global air booking. 
The development of the Internet did not change this domination, and even reinforced it, since it 
shortcuts travel agents from the booking procedure. In recent years, only low cost carriers have been 
successful in implementing direct booking, without GDS. 

In spite of this domination, the GDS still have shortcomings : booking complex trips is not 
always feasible, especially when an operator tries to combine several modes (train + plane + taxi for 
example). GDS focus more on air transport than on other modes (coach is often ignored). It is 
clearly difficult for travel agents to combine modes, to book international train circuits, or simply to 
book international train tickets.  

The omnipresence of GDS presents several constraints and opportunities for the ECOTA 
project. 

− Trips can be sorted by date, duration, price, company, they can not be sorted by GHG 
emissions for the moment. Adding a new criterion of  choice could provide new business 
opportunities in that market, probably at an affordable price for GDS and travel agents. 

− On the one hand, involving GDS into GHG calculation and optimization would help 
generalize “green” solutions in the travel sector; on the other hand, their reluctance to accept 
would force to develop more complicated, costly and probably less precise, customized tools 
for travel agents (databases, calculators...). 

− Recent experiments proved that the involvement of  GDS is possible. UNITAID, the UN fund 
collecting the solidarity tax and voluntary contribution on air travel (financing health system in 
developing countries), reached an agreement with Amadeus, Galileo and Sabre (to be 
implemented in 2009) so as to introduce an option in the booking process for the voluntary 
contribution.  

The need to reposition travel agents activity 

The business of travel agents has evolved considerably with the development of Internet, which 
allows direct booking. The business model of travel agents, based on ticketing and commissioning on 
simple products, is no longer adapted to the new context: 

− the sector needs to develop new markets, where it can value its expertise (become a ‘travel 
advisor’) in the organizing of  trips : customization of  package trips (mass customization), 
supplying more detailed options... Could environmentally friendly travel become part of  this 
new offer ? 

− Travel agents have been relatively absent from the debate around sustainability, compared to 
other professional stakeholders like hoteliers or tour-operators. Their traditional role is that of  
simple intermediaries between a producer and a consumer. Will it change in this new contex, 
‘travel advisors’ offering proactively some low impact travel ? 

The UNWTO-UNEP-WMO Davos conference thematic sessions on Tour operators 
recommended to“improve computer reservation systems and global distribution systems (CRS and GDS) in order 
to calculate GHG emissions, so as to allow travel agents to propose soft mobility products”. 
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2.3 Towards a carbon labelling of tourism products ? 

Designing the ECOTA project can benefit from the current thinking on the carbon labelling of 
tourism products. Indeed, the minimum level of information needed for integrating climate change 
into the expression of consumers preferences, is the knowledge of emissions. Energy and carbon 
labelling have proved successfull for household electrical appliances, and are being implemented in 
France for cars since 2006 (Figure 2, with a ranking from A to G), and since 2008 are used as a 
baseline for financial incentives (“bonus-malus”). 

This debate on labeling is still an emerging one in the tourism sector. Some propose to label trips 
with ratios like “CO2-e per night stay”, another approach could be to consider the eco-efficiency of 
tourism “CO2-e per euro spend” (Gössling, Peeters et al. 2005). 
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Figure 2 : The French carbon labelling 
system for cars was implemented in 2006, 
as an operational measure of the National 
Mitigation Plan 2004-2012, “Plan Climat” 

 

Figure 3: “Leclerc” supermarket 
started implementing, following the 

recommendations of the “Grenelle de 
l’Environment”, the calculation of the 
carbon footprint of shopping, based on 

the assessment of 250 products 
 

 
Figure 4: Audi’s reluctance to carbon labelling “Those-who want-to see our large -cars –

disappear- will be happy”... to learn that 95% of their material is recyclable (Audi 
advertisement in French “Cigare Magazine”) 

 

A first step could be, before discussing a ranking system, to mention on each plane ticket the 
amount of GHG emissions, with the objective to raise customers’ awareness and to provide a 
reference calulation procedure for any mitigation intiatives. This would require the involvement of 
the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and of the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO). 

 
Figure 5 : Towards a carbon labelling of air tickets ? 

 
2.4 Climate change mitigation and the travel sector today : calculators, offsetting and... beyond ? 

The tour operator and travel agents sector initiated recently some initiatives on GHG calculation 
and mitigation 

Your GHG emissions : 250 kg CO2-e 
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Controversies in carbon calculation 

In the current debate on climate change, figures are neither neutral nor reliable, especially in a 
context of scientific controversy. Statements – science-based or not- like “new aircraft do not 
consume more fuel than a Prius” or “air transport pollutes 20 times more than the train”, will shape 
the perception of the issue of climate change by stakeholders, public authorities, and thus, future 
mitigation policies. 

Given that CC is still a recent topic, and that there are some still considerable scientific 
controversies on the impact of travel on CC, especially about the non-carbon impact of aviation, it is 
not surprising to notice debates on the various existing calculators, often pointing their weaknesses 
(e.g. non-carbon emissions are not accounted for, diverging ratios are used, neither the type of 
aircraft nor the detour, nor the transit of flight are taken into account…). Initiatives are clearly 
competing to become the “reference calculator”; ideally the science should provide a common 
ground of understanding... 

In France for example, Voyages-scnf.com (the French Railways travel agency) launched, with the 
support of the national environment and energy agency (ADEME), an “écocomparateur” Figure 6, 
comparing the time efficiency, the price and the CO2 emissions of different transport modes (but 
without taking into account intermodal solutions)....to the disatisfaction of Air France CEO, who 
decided to launch its own calculator.  

In the UK, Carlson Wagonlit Travel started developing a calculator with the Departement of 
Environnement, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).  

A few initiatives tried to establish standards for calculators. ADEME, through its “charter on 
carbon offsetting” is currently trying to implement its Bilan Carbone methodology for the 4 French 
offsetting initiatives. For air transport, ICAO is apparently developing an international calculator. 

 

 
Figure 6: The French “Ecocomparateur” links booking systems and emission factors, 

but is not integrated in the booking procedure 

 

Carbon offsetting 

Carbon offseting is increasingly promoted within the tourism sector. Gössling and al. (2007) 
(Gössling, Broderick et al. 2007)reported more than 60 offseting initiatives applicable to aviation, 
worldwide. In a context of continuous, limited technological improvement of aircraft, and high 
income customers with a high desire to travel, the temptation is high, indeed, to refuse any cap or 
internal emission reductions for tourism, and to favor offsetting, e.g financing in another sector 
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and/or another country some energy efficiency or carbon storage projects (Caire 2008; Ceron and 
Dubois 2008). 

Clearly under pressure from the media and NGOs, the tourism industry grasped this opportunity, 
and promoted actively carbon offsetting. To offset 10% of global aviation emission, however, the 
current amount of GHG offset by these initiatives should be multiplied by 400... Apart from a clear 
impact on awareness-raising, the effect on emission reductions is likely to remain limited.   

The need to go one step beyond 

This quick overview of initiatives implemented within the travel market points at serious 
limitations. 

a) Emissions calculators and comparators are still to be improved. ADEME’s 
“Ecocomparateur” for example connects to a GDS (or to companies databases and web sites ?), 
applies various emissions factors to the type of trips, and proposes one choice for each mode (with 
many blanks for international rail connections). Its limitations are thus the following :  

− no combination is possible between transport modes for a selected trip; 
− only one trip per mode is proposed, instead of  letting clients choose which is the most 

convenient for them; 
− calculation methods are not harmonized at international level (especially the uplift factor for 

air transport, accounting for non carbon emissions); 
− it does not handle international train trips, which are often missing from its comparison. This 

seems to be due to the software used by French railways (SNCF) for their booking, which 
does not manage complex trips (over 2 stopovers), while other companies like the German  
Deutsch Bahn perform this; 

− above all, is not integrated with the booking procedure. So far, “Ecocomparateur” proved very 
successfull to communicate on the issue of  transport impacts on CC and was used by SNCF 
to lobby for the train. It might have influencedin some cases the final choice of  consumers. 
However, it is neither a booking tool for individuals, not a commercial tool, allowing a travel 
agent to develop a new offer. In short, its impact on emission reduction is limited. The 
traveller must first use a GDS, then use “Ecocomparateur” to compare alternative trips, in a 
long process which not allows optimization. 

 

b) For mitigation, carbon offsetting is favored against direct reduction measures, which is 
highly questionable in the long-run, given the current and forecasted growth rate of the sector (Caire 
2008; Ceron and Dubois 2008). 

c) these two points justify our ECOTA project: the objective is to improve calculation 
and optimization tools, and enahance the potential for emission reduction within the sector 
of travel. 

 

3 Project description 

3.1 The concept of “carbon optimization of trips” 

Optimization is a central concept for travel agents own vocabulary (see CWT), and travel agents 
can be defined as travel optimizers. 

“Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT) offers a variety of products and services to help clients optimize their travel 
program and generate savings. Generating and consolidating timely, relevant data is the foundation of program 
optimization. CWT also assesses clients’ travel programs by analyzing performance for each of the eight key levers to 
effective travel management. This assessment includes helping clients identify successful practices, as well as opportunities 
for continuous improvement, and benchmarking against best-in-class practices. Together, CWT and its clients then 
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define performance targets, priorities and action plans, which are translated into measurable results that are 
continuously monitored to drive progress.”  Source : CWT corporate Website 

Optimizing a trip regarding its contribution to CC requires a combination of options. 
− Favoring direct flights, with no stopovers (low cost carriers multiply such opportunities, 

creating lines bewteen small and medium airports) 
− Choosing more direct routes, avoiding detours (e.g Marseilles – Athens by Milan, rather than 

by London...) 
− Selecting more efficient aircrafts : A350 or B787 instead of  MD80..., but also high occupancy 

flights : charters flights, flights with no business or 1st class seats, companies with better load 
factors... 

− Substituting plane with train, for the whole trip, or for part of  it, for example to reach the hub 
or the final destination 

− At the end of  the pipe, proposing one or several offsetting options, for the remaining GHG 
emissions. 

Though possible in theory for any kind of trip, the notion of carbon optimization is especially 
relevant for short and mid-haul trips, where possibilities of modal shift exist. Its potential is also 
greater in dense and populated regions of the world, where several companies operate, on different 
routes, with diversified transport infrastructures. Given its size, density and its volume of internal air 
transport, the EU appears as the perfect market, more than the US, owing to a dense and high speed 
railway network.  

The followings illustrate a few ‘optimized trips’, based on real experiments. Some alternatives 
appear as more accessible for motivated individuals (Bergen), given their time constraints, others 
could be attractive for business travellers as well (Helsingborg): 

− Marseille (France) / Sevilla (Spain), in April 2008, for a personal trip : Marseille- Barcelona by 
plane, and Barcelona-Sevilla by AVE (high speed train) through Madrid. 11 hours door to door 
instead of  5, addtional price of  40 euros, emissions diminished by 2 

− Two consecutives business trips merged in one, to Helsinborg (Sweden) and to Davos 
(Switzerland) starting from Marseille, in September 2007 adding a week-end in Copenhague in 
between. Marseille – Zurich by train and back, Zurich- Copenhague by plane and back, 
Copenhague-Helsinborg by train. Large financial savings (one trip instead of  two, since a 
‘normal’ traveler would have come back home), emissions diminished by three, but need to 
accept this additional week-end in Copenhague (savings allow the company to offer this week-
end to its employee). 

− Marseille (France)– Ljubljana (Slovenia) in December 2007 for a one-day conference : 
Marseille-Zurich by train and Zurich-Ljubljana by plane, instead of  a connecting flight in 
Munich. Emissions diminished by more than two, large savings (200-400 euros depending on 
the reference trip) but, given the limited distance, the short lenght of  stay, and the efficient 
flight connection in Munich should it have been retained, a large loss of  time (13 hours instead 
of  5 hours) for such a short stay. The train time, however, was devoted to (efficient) work, 
given the good travel conditions of  TGV and Swiss trains. 

− Marseille (France) / Bergen (Norway), see table, which is given the current state of  high speed 
train, at the highest range of  distance acceptable (at least to TEC’s consultant mind !), since 
the additional time spend in transport is large. 

 
  Proposed by a travel agent  

1 month in advance 
Optimized by TEC 

Trip steps  Marseille - Munchen (plane) 
Munchen -Oslo (plane) 
Oslo - Bergen (plane)  

Marseille - Paris (train) 
Paris CDG - Oslo (plane) 
Oslo – Bergen (train)  
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Duration  8h30 door to door 20h door to door 

Price  420 € 460 € 

GHG Emissions  1320 kg CO2-e 740 kg CO2-e 

Price of remaining 
compensation 
(Atmosfair)  

33,00 € 21,00 € 

Additional price paid  
per avoided ton of 
CO2-e 

  71€ 

Figure 7 :Exemple 1 : Marseille (FR) – Bergen (NW) return trip 

3.2 Objectives 

The fact it is possible, in theory, to reduce the carbon footprint of trips, does not mean it is 
immediately achievable to generalize and standardize procedures, in short to achieve this at a large 
scale. 

Our own experience of carbon optimization proved the difficulty to understand all these 
parameters, but all the more the impossibility to combine them on current reservation systems 
(GDS). This clearly limits the ability of individuals to reduce their emissions. Travel agents are at the 
moment of no help, and the motivated traveller must open up (at least) a dozen of windows, on train 
companies websites, GDS, low cost carriers... refer to with a map to choose the most direct routes, 
and use an Excel spreadsheet to calculate emissions. 

To go beyond, and to operationalize these ideas -adapting carbon optimisation to the constraints 
and expertise of travellers, as well as to those of travel agents- there is, therefore, a need to develop a 
set of calculation-optimization-booking-selling tools for the travel industry, which will, in turn, offer 
a new market for travel agents. Some of these tools can take as a starting point emission calculators 
developed by some countries or private operators. 

3.3 Project options 

The main bifurcation of the ECOTA project is the involvement or not of a GDS, which would 
change the project objectives. 

− A calculator will be far easier to develop, but above all to adapt to travel agents’ needs, if  it is 
integrated in their daily working environment. CO2 could then become an additional  sorting 
criterion. Without a GDS, the project should develop a customized tool for travel agents. A 
third alternative is to develop a tool technically compatible with GDS, even if  not integrated in 
a the first step 

− The involvement of  a GDS allows to target all travel agents, developing, as said, a new 
criterion of  choice, but not necessarily a new business model for a “green” travel agency. In 
the ‘no GDS’ option, the agency, if  it is to develop its own tools, will have to be specialized in 
greener mobility. 

The pre-frasibility study (see below) will help to select the best option. 
3.4 Main steps 

The project rationale defines a few steps, which can be developed sequentially, jointly, or even 
separately: each “workpackage” has its own outputs, partnership, timing. 

Work Package 1 : Market survey 

Currently, the market for such an ‘agency’, or for green tourism mobility in geenral, is probably 
limited, but it is undoubtedly deemed to grow along the consumers’ awareness and the development 
of corporate responsibility. One way to drive this business model profitable could be to attract major 
companies involved in emissions reduction. Therefore, this travel agency should be a web agency, 
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with call centers, and should have a large geographical coverage (national or European), to reach a 
market large enough to be profitable. A market survey should investigate personal and professional 
markets, groups and individuals, and should in particular study the willingness to pay of consumers, 
the acceptability of time constraints, the psycological barriers. 

Work Packages 2: Developing a reference calculator 

An improved calculator and booking tool must have the following characteristics : 
− reliability and regular updating of  emission factors; 
− include a maximum number of  parameters: load factors, type of  plane, flight altitude, country 

(energy mix , electrification of  the railway network); 
− have the possibility to combine modes (train, plane, coach, taxi ?), and include international 

travel by train; 
− a detailed set of  sorting criteria; 
− fast and friendly use, so as to optimise the travel agents’ time... 

Existing calculators, such as Atmosfair’s, DEFRA’s, or the ADEME “Ecocomparateur” could be 
taken as starting points, at least for their emission factors. 

Work Packages 3: Developing booking tools and procedures 

The better will be the calculator, the more straightforward the booking and buying procedure will 
be. For example, if the project manages to integrate international trains, it will not be necessary to 
develop additional modules or trainings for travel agents... 

In any case, there is a need to develop, in close collaboration with travel agents, processes to 
answer “ecotravellers” needs (how to sort results and present them, to propose alternative trips, and 
to monitor CO2 savings, how to propose offseting mechanisms for the remaining emissions ?). This 
requires some training tools, to help travel agents using this new module/function. 

Work Packages 4: Developing business models 

From the tools developed, the project will derive and design a few business models for green 
travel agencies, for example : 

− an on-line agency devoted to soft mobility for individuals; 
− a travel agency or a group (like CWT) offering on its global platform these optional services 

for large companies buying business travel (with additional tools such as the initial emissions 
of  the company, a setting of  targets and action plans, an annual monitoring of  CO2 
avoided....) 

− a new travel agency specialized in all ‘green’ markets, operating all over Europe, though its 
website and call center. 

This work package will deal with the tricky issue of earnings for the travel agency . Generally, the 
process will result in a more expensive or longer travel. How can money be asked for such a ‘service’ 
? Given the additional time required to optimize the trip, what amount can the travel agency invoice 
on each trip ? Beyond this ticketing service, can the travel agency charge other services, such as an 
annual report on corporate travel emissions,  a corporate action plan for green mobility ? 

Work Packages 5: Project results and dissemination 

Drawing conclusions, and preparing a generalization of tools. 
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4 Project implementation 

Implementing the ECOTA project means creating a technical and financial partnership, defining 
a business model for the project itself, and finalizing a work plan. Given the complexity (and 
ambition) of the project, and the current uncertainty on the involvement of partners, a pre-feasibility 
step seems required. 

Creating a partnership and maintening a momentum 

The following categories of stakeholders could be involved in the ECOTA project. 
− GDS : Amadeus, Sabre or Gallileo  
− Travel agents : Voyages-sncf.com, CWT, Havas Voyages, independent agencies... 
− Corporate travel specialists : KDS, ACTE... 
− Travel agents associations : SNAV, EATA, UFTAA… 
− Transport databases holders : UIC, IATA… 
− Environmental partners : ADEME, DEFRA, Carbon Trust, EEA... 
− NGOs : TIES, WWF... 
− Univeristy and researchers : Tyndall Centre, CIRED, e-CLAT members (Lund Univeristy, 

BREDA Univeristy, WNRI, ...) 
− International organizations : UNEP, UNWTO, UNESCO, ICAO... 

Defining a business model for the ECOTA project 

The ECOTA project itself still has to define its business model. This is somehow logical, given 
that the objectives and steps will depend on the involvement of partners. Two perspectives must be 
considered. 

− In the short term, what kind of  partnership and funding opportunities can help its 
implementation ? 

− In the mid term, what is the objective ? Does the project aim at developing free, open source 
tools, or to patent some innovations ? What will be the ownership of  the tool, depending on 
the scenarios of  partnership ? Is there a need to create a joint-venture, to develop the project ? 

A two step implementation 

− 2008 : pre-feasibility study : business model of  the project 
− 2009-2011: elaboration of  the tools, and feasibility study of  the project : through a PhD ? 

Aiming a gradual implementation of  tools.  

5 Conclusion 

The financial costs, personal constraints and efforts needed to mitigate individual carbon 
footprint of trips might appear high today, and could prevent developing the ECOTA project.  

We believe this should  be analysed regarding current trends and facts. First, there is undoubtedly 
a market, even it is still to be analyzed in depth, for soft mobility products, and thus a room for an 
“ecological travel agency”. Second, as IPCC outlines (2007), the carbon price allowing significant 
emission reductions compared to baselines SRES scenarios would be between 50 and 100 euros per 
ton. Compared to cheap current prices (around 15 euros), this tend to favour carbon optimization to 
carbon offseting, as mitigation measures. The trend, with the negotiation of post-kyoto agreements, 
with the involvement of aviation in EU ETS, and with the growing awareness of consumers, is 
clearly towards more stringent climate policies. Thirs, for the travel industry, the challenge is to be 
more involved in this debate than in the past, to anticipate future constraints, grasp opportunities, 
and to become prime-movers in this new market. 
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The success of the ECOTA project appears, in that context, linked to the capacity to establidh 
and animate a partnership around this challenging idea of carbon optimization. 
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